Key’s Signature
Chocolate House Cake
With Butter Cream Icing and Ganache

1” by 2” Pieces

...Single Layers...
6 in. Serves 14......$20.00
8 in. Serves 25......$24.00
10 in. Serves 39......$27.00
12 in. Serves 56......$31.00

...Double Layers...
6 in. Serves 14......$30.00
8 in. Serves 25......$33.00
10 in. Serves 39......$35.00
12 in. Serves 56......$55.00

...Half Sheet Cakes...
$50.00
Filled... $58.00
12” by 16” = 48 2” by 2” Pieces

...Full Sheet Cakes...
$80.00
Filled...$90.00
16” by 24” = 96 2” by 2” Pieces

...House Chocolate Cupcakes...
3” Round......$2.00
Mini 1.5”......$1.10
Specialty Cupcakes $ 2.25 and $1.20

White or Marble Cakes are Available upon request.

...Delivery and Set up.....
$25.00 Minimum charge
...Specialty Cakes...
(With Our Chocolate Cake)

...Ho Ho...  
Whipped Cream and Ganache.

...Turtle...  
Caramel, Pecan and Ganache.

...German Chocolate...  
Caramel, Coconut, Pecan and Ganache.

...Black Forest...  
Cherry, Whipped Cream and Ganache.

...French Silk...  
Chocolate Moose, Whipped cream & Ganache.

...Specialty Cakes...
(Our White Cake infused with Jell-O)

...Lemon Torte...  
Lemon Mousse, Curd and Lemon Butter Cream

...Raspberry Torte...  
Raspberry Mousse, Preserves and Raspberry Butter Cream

...Strawberry Torte...  
Strawberry Mousse, Preserves and Strawberry Butter Cream

...Key Lime Torte...  
Key Lime filling, Whipped Cream and Key Lime Butter Cream

...Split Filled Single layers...

6in. Serves 8.....$25.00  
8in. Serves 12.....$29.00  
10in. Serves 16.....$32.00  
1/2 Sheet Serves 48.....$55.00

Carrot Cake

...Carrot Cake, and Red Velvet...
(With Cream Cheese Icing)

...Single layer...  
6in. Serves 14.......$22.00  
8in. Serves 25.......$27.00  
10in. Serves 39.......$30.00  
12in. Serves 56.......$40.00  
1/2 Sheet Serves 48 - 2" by 2" ..... $55.00  
(Frosted plain with Nuts on edge)

...Double layer...  
6in. Serves 14.......$22.00  
8in. Serves 25.......$27.00  
10in. Serves 39.......$30.00  
12in. Serves 56.......$40.00  
1" by 2" pieces

Key’s Cafe  
Wedding Cake

2208 4th Street  
White Bear Lake Mn. 55110  
Keys 651-426-2885  
Contact:  
celine@keyscafe.com